
EAGLE CREEK PARK

Nestled in the heart of Indianapolis, is a sprawling urban oasis that serves as a haven for nature 
enthusiasts and outdoor adventurers alike. Spanning over 5,000 acres of pristine woodlands, meadows, 
wetlands, and water bodies, this expansive park offers a sanctuary for diverse flora and fauna amidst the 
bustling cityscape. From serene hiking trails to tranquil lakeside vistas, Eagle Creek Park provides a 
retreat where visitors can immerse themselves in the beauty of the natural world and escape the pressures 
of urban life.

•  Park Ranger Connection: Your affiliation with Eagle Creek Park grants you a close connection to the 
dedicated Park Rangers who oversee its conservation and management. Through this bond, you gain 
valuable insights into the park's ecology, wildlife, and hidden secrets. You have a 3-dot Ally representing 
a trusted Park Ranger who can provide you with information, assistance, and occasional favors related to 
the park's operations and its surrounding areas. Your Ally has the Advantage At Arm's Length (1 dot) 
and the Disadvantage Flaky (1 dot) (This disadvantage reflects the fact that he is overworked at this job 
and does not have as much time to devote to your requests).  You also receive a Familiar at 2 dots, this 
would be in the form of animal that would be native to the park.

••  Nature's Guardian: As a staunch advocate for the preservation of Eagle Creek Park's natural beauty, 
you wield influence within the environmental and conservationist circles that intersect with the park's 
interests. Your commitment to protecting the park's ecological integrity has earned you the respect and 
cooperation of like-minded individuals and organizations. You gain a 3-dot Ally representing a dedicated 
environmentalist or conservationist who shares your passion for safeguarding nature. Your Ally can offer 
support, resources, and expertise in environmental matters, contributing to your efforts to maintain the 
park's ecological balance. Your Ally has the Advantages At Arm's Length (1 dot) and Reliable (1 dot).  
You also gain 5 dots in the Survival Skill. 

••• Wildwood Whispers: Your deep connection to the natural world of Eagle Creek Park has bestowed 
upon you a heightened attunement to its primal energies and mysteries. Within the tranquil embrace of 
the park's wilderness, you possess a keen sensitivity to the subtle rhythms of nature and the spirits that 
dwell within its bounds. You gain an additional Downtime Action to commune with the spirits of the 
park, seek guidance from the land itself, or perform rituals to honor its sacred sites. Additionally, you 
receive a +3 bonus on any tests involving interactions with natural elements or creatures within Eagle 
Creek Park. In addition, you receive a modified version of the Merit Medium (••) that works on entities 
of the Umbra as opposed to entities of the Shadowlands.
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